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ABSTRACT

Basically golf ball picker is often used in golf field because it would help worker to pick up golf ball after player finished played. Introducing this design of golf ball picker directly help worker to make their job much easier and reasonable. In this project also content main part that important which is describe this design or this product would perform well. In this project also it was using valve mechanism in order to pick up ball from grass surface. The main part has been manufactured outside product so that it could be assemble easily and with this method also carry out benefit that we could get from there. Overall this project has been done and finished on schedule.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROJECT SYNOPSIS

This project contains of designing and fabrication of golf ball picker. There have many differences between this golf ball picker with current design in market place. In this project we have to develop and improving it performance as well so that there has no doubt about the design and concept. This design much more portable because it easy to carry together when playing golf and more user friendly. In this project, it needs lot of skills and information and also knowledge such as Computer Aided Design software (AutoCAD), Solidworks 2005 software, using Turret Machine Trumatic 2020R FMC (punching machine), CNC Shearing Machine, CNC Milling machine, welding process and fastening process. This design obviously would help worker or player and the most important thing is get improving their activities much better. So, this design would through many processes before it get into prototype term in order to achieve the objective and off course customer need.

1.2 PROJECT PROBLEM STATEMENT

Nowadays the current method to pick up golf ball picker using machine and hand on only. Then the current methods are troublesome and difficult because it make user feel not suitable as well. Beside that current design would make user body posture not suitable and also make worker much more tired to pick the ball in case in big
quantity. Then material used in current design difficult to get compare this design which is more material availability because it using sheet metal in difference thickness and using PVC pipe.

1.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

Actually purpose of this project is to practice student to figure out problem using application using research and absolutely improving student skill and knowledge. This project also could train student as well before facing a real situation about producing product and then make student more independent in searching and expanding the experience and knowledge. So, objective of this project are;

i. To design and fabricate the golf ball picker for use in work that needed to pick up golf ball.
ii. To develop a golf ball picker in order to achieve the product on customer/worker need.
iii. To modified the mechanism of current product and try improving its functionality.

1.4 PROJECT SCOPE

In order to finish this project require precise scope of work and proper plan need to be followed because this project must through various process before it would be produce. Beside that this project title is new idea which is come from literature review about it articles and current design in market and then the most important is a as the knowledge isn’t entirely covered in classes or lab. So it give us advantages to learn new process to produce this product and absolutely we could find lot of advantages neither we are realized or not. These are scope of work in this project,

Literature review about the design from any possible resource
i. Design the model of golf ball picker.
ii. Fabricate the design using material that been selected

iii. Test the design in demonstration

1.5 PROJECT BACKGROUND

Golf is a sport in which a player, using many types of clubs including a driver, a putter, and irons, hits a ball into each hole on a golf course in the lowest possible number of strokes. The minimum allowed diameter of a golf ball is 42.67 mm and its mass may not exceed 45.93g. The golf ball picker is functioning to pick the ball and can store until full before it get throw out. Now a days a current design and concept much advanced and there are also has troublesome method anyway. Then the design where has been choose should more ergonomics and if possible should minimum cost and one more things in material term. So the golf ball picker which is using valve system has been designed after through some of industrial design processes.

1.6 PROJECT SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary designing and conceptualization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material preparation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabrication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thesis writing and submission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Gantt chart

According the gantt chart table 1.1, this project started at week 2 begun with literature review until week 4. Literature review is a way to study back past concept and
current design and find out all information and related information about golf ball picker using many way such as from internet, journal, and book and classmate opinion. With this it seems that we have foundation to start project because we have some knowledge about it.

Then, the processes continued with preliminary designing and designing process. In this task golf ball picker is sketch into three type of design. This task begins at week 4 and done with final conceptualization in 4 week. All the sketching and design would be bringing into next process which is conceptualization decision. After determine desired design, the design is draw using Solidworks software. This task finished on week 7.

After through preliminary designing, the project continued with material preparation process. It process took two week from week 6 and week 9 in order to decide the proper material that used in this project. Material suitability is very important in designing product because it would describe product properties as well whether it toughness or brittleness.

Then after material arrival the fabrication process began at week 8. The fabrication process using manufacturing process such as welding and rivet until week 11. After done with fabrication the analysis and testing about product took place at week 11 also. The result from testing process is figure out.

There has a two part of presentation about this project. First, presentation about progress of this project at week 8 and final presentation at week 14 after done fabricate. In this task we need to explain to panel about what we have done such as project objective, literature review and methodology of this project.

After that continued back with thesis writing began at week 9 until week at last this semester. The thesis writing takes about seven week to complete including all information about this entire project. In this thesis also include literature review,
methodology and result from this project Thesis writing started together with fabrication process and all the task is scheduled to be done about fourteen weeks overall.

1.7 PROJECT FLOW CHART

From the flow diagram on figure 3.1, this project started with discussion with supervisor about title after got from lecturer. This discussion covering project overview supervisor and throw out opinion that related about title and supervisor instruct to proposed a certain design and concept before go up to next step.

Then go to literature review about the title. The most important in these manner is a determined the project scope, objective and project planning so that we could easy get a clear overview. Then study and gather information related to the design and these entire task been done through study from internet, journal and other source.

After gather and collect all related information and obtain new idea and knowledge about the title, the project would continue with the design process. In this stage, the knowledge and idea should throw out in sketching process. After several design sketched, the best design would be choose among previous design so that we could carry on designing process. Then the selected design would be transfer to engineering drawing using SolidWork software in order to improve it capability and for analysis process.

After that material preparation which is has been confirm initially. Purpose of this process is a to determine the suitable and strength material follow the product and design requirement. This process covering purchased material, measuring material and cutting off based on requirement. Here, this process is important because the material would determine whether our product in way to failure or otherwise.

After all the drawing and material preparation done the next process is a fabrication process. This process based on dimension has been determined from
drawing. During this process, all the manufacturing process which is suitable could be used such as drilling process using CNC Machine, welding process and cutting material using CNC shearing machine.

After all process above done on schedule without any problem such as product malfunction or product brittleness, all material for report writing is gathered. The report writing process covering and including all manners from week 2 until finished. This process also included the presentation for final presentation of the project.
Discuss with supervisor about the project

Literature review
Find all data, information

Designing and Sketching
Sketch 3 designs and choose the best design

Material Preparation
Decide the suitable material, cutting off

Fabrication
Use all necessary manufacturing process such as CNC Milling

Thesis Writing
This for draft and thesis where both must be done and submit

End

Figure 1.1 Project Flow Chart
1.8   Project Expectation

i. At the end of this project student must learn and know a lot as possible manufacturing process and how to fabricate it

ii. This project would perform well and get to achieve it objective

iii. This design and it idea of function will enter current market in order to improving it functionality
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Today golf ball picker demand a level of quality from their range equipment that most balls retrieves don’t match up to. Golf Ball Picker is a tool based on mechanical mechanism to perform it. Beside that electrical concept is often used in this product where would help worker to pick up the ball on land surface. Current design now shown the golf ball picker are design and created in big size which is could pick much ball absolutely and using lot of component even it material and perform in multi function.

Now a day the design of ball picker has been developed time to time depend on current market and customer demand. Mostly golf ball picker now has been through improvement by manufacturer but not at all. Newly engineering tires on each end of drum combined with pillow bearings provide added reinforcement that greatly maximizes strength and maneuverability.

Then now the basket or place to store the ball has totally new basket design features a locking clip that secure hopper to frame to added durability where could hold more than 350 ball and is the largest ball capacity of any lightweight ball picker. After that now a day the new mechanism which is newly design composite disc. The industry’s strongest composite disc combines the best the strength and flexibility to endure the toughness picking conditions.
Study about the current design is important in order to determine what the product function really are and find out how it perform and getting out it advantages for each and then compare with other product that been review already. In this process, I decided to study about three current designs in market now in order to gain information that could help me created my new design as well.

2.1.1 Have-A-Ball

![Figure 2.1: Have a Ball](image)

2.1.1.1 Advantages

i. Have-A Ball is the ultimate combination of simple design

ii. High tech materials.

iii. This innovative golf ball picker save time because pick a lot of ball

iv. Effectively picks up golf balls in tall grass and sand traps.

2.1.1.2 Disadvantages

i. Material cost

ii. Easy to damage because can perform in tall grass and sand traps